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AB INITIO CALCULATIONS OF THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIESOF TRANSITION METAL CARBIDES AND NITRIDESAND POSSIBLE ROUTES TO HIGH-T SUPERCONDUCTIVITYE. G. Maksimov *, S. V. EbertLebedev Physial Institute119991, Mosow, RussiaM. V. Magnitskaya, A. E. KarakozovVereshhagin Institute for High Pressure Physis142190, Troitsk, Mosow Region, RussiaReeived Marh 6, 2007Ab initio linear-response alulations are reported of the phonon spetra and the eletron�phonon interationfor several transition metal arbides and nitrides in a NaCl-type struture. For NbC, the kineti, optial, andsuperonduting properties are alulated in detail at various pressures and the normal-pressure results are foundto agree well with the experiment. Fators aounting for the relatively low ritial temperatures T in transitionmetal ompounds with light elements are onsidered and the possible ways of inreasing T are disussed.PACS: 74.70.Ad, 63.20.Dj, 63.20.Kr1. INTRODUCTIONIn the 1970s and 1980s, the superonduting prop-erties of transition metal arbides and nitrides were in-tensively studied both theoretially and experimentally(see, e.g., Refs. [1; 2℄). In partiular, these ompoundswere onsidered andidates to high-T superondu-tors. For example, the qualitative estimates [3�5℄ of theeletron�phonon oupling onstant based on the rigidmu�n-tin approximation imply that T � 30 K mightbe expeted for the ompound MoN, beause its alu-lated density of states at the Fermi level, N(0), is high-est among monoarbides and mononitrides [3�5℄. How-ever, these alulations were performed for stoihiomet-ri MoN with a NaCl-type ubi struture. Unfortu-nately, this rystal struture has never been realizedfor a stoihiometri omposition; it was found [6℄ to bestable only in the ase of MoN1�x with 0:61 � x � 0:75.As is well known, the superonduting transition tem-perature T dereases dramatially in N-de�ient ni-trides (C-de�ient arbides). In line with this state-ment, superondutivity, apparently, was not observedin rystalline molybdenum nitrides. There were a few*E-mail: maksimov�lpi.ru

attempts to obtain epitaxial thin �lms of molybdenumnitride in the ubi struture (see Ref. [7℄ and the refer-enes therein). However, the �lms with the ubi stru-ture reported in the literature do not exhibit expetedhigh T values. The reason for their ritial tempera-ture being notieably below the theoretial preditionis unlear.Another important fator, besides high values ofN(0), that favors reahing relatively high T in theseas well as some other systems is the su�ientlyhigh phonon frequenies. Aording to the Bardeen�Cooper�Shrie�er (BCS) theory, the maximum ritialtemperature T of superonduting transition might beobserved in metals having minimum atomi massesM ,beause this theory predits that T � !ph � 1=pM .For this reason, muh attention was devoted for manyyears to the possible superondutivity of metalli hy-drogen (see, e.g., Ref. [8℄). The results of our reent abinitio alulations [9℄ showed that metalli hydrogen atultrahigh pressures (p � 20 Mbar) might atually bea superondutor with T � 600 K. Unfortunately, notonly any pratial use but even the prodution of super-onduting metalli hydrogen is impossible at suh highpressures. The possibility of reahing high T values731



E. G. Maksimov, S. V. Ebert, M. V. Magnitskaya, A. E. Karakozov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 132, âûï. 3 (9), 2007was previously also onsidered for metal hydrides [10℄.Reently, Ashroft [11℄ reonsidered this problem in theontext of the revival of the general interest in searh-ing for new ompounds exhibiting superondutivityin the intermediate temperature range. In addition tometal hydrides, of onsiderable interest from the stand-point of reahing high T values are transition metalborides, arbides, nitrides, and oxides, beause they arealso haraterized by rather high frequenies of optialphonons assoiated predominantly with the vibrationsof light atoms B, C, N, and O. One suh ompoundwith a relatively high ritial temperature (T � 40 K)is magnesium diboride (MgB2) [12℄, in whih superon-dutivity is primarily due to the interation betweenoptial vibrations and the eletrons loalized at boronsites.It is well known that at high pressure, non-tran-sition-metal superondutors exhibit a derease in T,while many of transition metals and their ompoundsexhibit an inrease in T. In the 1970s and 1980s,this observation stimulated extensive studies of pres-sure in�uene on superonduting properties of tran-sition metal systems, in partiular, arbides and ni-trides. Both N(0) and the phonon frequenies mayhange when pressure is applied to a material, and inthis paper, in partiular, we onsider how high pressurea�ets these quantities.We note that detailed ab initio alulations ofthe eletron and phonon spetra and, espeially, theeletron�phonon interation (EPI) for arbides and ni-trides are not numerous, beause suh alulations aretedious and time-onsuming. An earlier example iso�ered by the phonon spetrum alulation [13℄ forniobium monoarbide NbC, performed using the full-potential linear mu�n-tin orbital method (FP-LMTO)as implemented in Ref. [14℄. Reently, we also brie�yreported [15℄ the results of ab initio alulation of NbCmade using the same FP-LMTO program pakage [14℄.In Ref. [15℄, we alulated the eletron and phononspetra and the EPI spetral densities at normal pres-sure and upon isotropi ompression by 15% and 30%in volume. We also note two reent papers where thelattie dynamis and the eletron�phonon interationfor NbC were studied using �rst-priniple pseudopo-tential methods [16; 17℄. In Ref. [16℄, several othertransition metal arbides and nitrides have been alsoalulated.This work pursues two goals. First, to arry out abinitio alulations of the phonon spetra of some transi-tion metal monoarbides and mononitrides in the NaClstruture, with a speial emphasis on NbC, whih is theone most extensively studied among these ompounds

with regard to phonon-related properties. In parti-ular, we alulate the eletron�phonon interation ofNbC and the properties suh as eletrial ondutivi-ty, optial spetra, and superondutivity, and om-pare the obtained results with available experimentaldata. Seond, given that a good agreement of theo-retial and experimental data is obtained, our aim isto investigate, without using any models, the possibleroutes for reahing higher T values in transition metalompounds with light elements.2. CALCULATION OF THE ELECTRON ANDPHONON SPECTRA AND THE EPISPECTRAL DENSITYA. Method of alulationMethods of ab initio alulations used in this workare desribed in detail in Refs. [13; 14℄, as well as inour review artiles [18; 19℄. We do not therefore de-sribe tehnial details and only brie�y mention someprinipal points. Here, the main attention is paid tothe disussion of obtained results and the physis ofphenomena that our in transition metal arbides andnitrides.In alulating the kineti and optial properties, weused an approah that we name the hybrid method.Within this approah, the eletron spetrum of a metalis alulated using the density funtional theory de-veloped in Refs. [20; 21℄; in other words, the Kohn�Sham equation is solved. The phonon spetrum andthe hange in the e�etive potential due to the dis-plaements of atoms are alulated using the linear re-sponse theory for the Kohn�Sham equation. With theeletron and phonon spetra obtained, the EPI matrixelements and spetral densities (Eliashberg funtions)an be alulated. The next step onsists in applying amany-partile perturbation theory based on the Fröh-lih Hamiltonian to determine the eletroni propertiesof the metal. The whole proedure is desribed in de-tail in Refs. [14; 18; 19; 22℄, where the adequay of thishybrid approah in alulating the EPI and its e�eton the physial properties of metals are also disussed.Our basi self-onsistent alulations of the om-pounds NbC, YC, HfC, MoC, MoN, and NbN in theubi struture were performed at a (32 � 32 � 32)reiproal-lattie grid, whih orresponds to 897k-points per the irreduible Brillouin zone (IBZ).The von Barth�Hedin-like exhange-orrelation for-mulas [23℄ and a multiple-� basis set were used. Thealulations involved the following parameters: 3��spdLMTO basis per transition metal atom (27 orbitals)732



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 132, âûï. 3 (9), 2007 Ab initio alulations of the physial properties : : :and 3��sp LMTO basis per light atom (12 orbitals).The one-enter expansions inside the MT-spheres wereperformed up to lmax = 6. The harge densities, thepotentials, and their hanges under perturbation wererepresented by spherial harmonis up to lmax = 6inside the MT-spheres and by plane waves with theenergy uto� about 140 Ry in the interstitial region.The k-spae integration was made by means of theimproved tetrahedron method [24℄. The dynamialmatrix was alulated at the 29 irreduible q-pointsof the (8 � 8 � 8) grid. The k-spae integration forthe matrix elements was performed over a (8 � 8 � 8)grid, the same grid as for the phonon wave vetors q.In addition, the integration weights for the k-pointsof this grid have been found in order to take thee�ets arising from the Fermi surfae and the energybands into aount preisely. This was done with thehelp of a denser mesh of 897 k-points per IBZ, whihorresponds to the same (32 � 32 � 32) grid as forthe energy-band alulation. Our alulated phononspetra for HfC, MoC, MoN, and NbN are generally ingood agreement with those obtained in Ref. [16℄. Theresults for these ompounds are disussed in Setion 4.In the alulation of the dispersion urves ofNbC along the high-symmetry diretions, additionalq-points lying on a (16� 16� 16) grid were alulatedto better resolve the phonon anomalies. We now turnto the desription of the results obtained for NbC.B. The results for NbCThe alulated equilibrium lattie parametera = 8:396 a.u. is less than the experimental valueat room temperature by only 1%. We alulatedthe eletron and phonon spetra at the theoretialequilibrium volume. The total eletron density ofstates (DOS) N(E) for NbC is shown in Fig. 1a andthe partial DOSs at the Nb and C sites are shown inFigs. 1b and 1. Also shown in Fig. 1a is the total DOSfor ompressions V=V0 = 0:85, 0.7, whih orrespondto pressures about 60 and 150 GPa, respetively.At normal pressure, the DOS peak at the energyabout 0:2 Ry above the Fermi level EF is due to theunoupied 4d states at the Nb site. The peak atabout 0:3 Ry below EF is almost equally ontributedby the arbon 2p-states and the �lled Nb 4d-states.The shape of partial s, p, and d DOSs at the Nb andC sites implies that the hemial bonding in NbC issubstantially ioni: the Nb eletrons are transferredto the arbon 2p-states lying 0.3�0.35 Ry below theFermi level. Near EF , the arbon p-states are only
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Energy, RyFig. 1. a) The total eletron density of states for NbCat the equilibrium volume V0 (solid line), V = 0:85V0(dashed line), and V = 0:7V0 (dash-dotted line).b,) Partial s, p, and d DOS at Nb (b) and C () siteat normal pressure. Energy is referened to the Fermilevelslightly hybridized with the Nb d-states, and only tailsof the C p-states emerge at the Fermi level.Here, we do not present a plot of the alulatedphonon spetrum for NbC, beause both the phonondispersions and the phonon density of states oinidevery well with those obtained earlier by Savrasov (seeFig. 2 in Ref. [13℄). A good agreement between al-ulated and measured [25℄ frequenies is found forthe most part of the phonon spetrum. In line withSavrasov's results [13℄, we also obtained a negligibleoverlap of the aousti and optial vibration modes.Calulation of the phonon polarization vetors demon-strates that the aousti part of the spetrum is formedmostly by vibrations of heavier Nb atoms, while theoptial part by vibrations of light arbon atoms. Thealulated phonon density of states onsists of virtu-ally isolated parts related to the spetra of aousti(0 � ! � 8 THz) and optial (15 THz � ! � 20 THz)vibrations.Generally, the phonon dispersions alulated us-733



E. G. Maksimov, S. V. Ebert, M. V. Magnitskaya, A. E. Karakozov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 132, âûï. 3 (9), 2007ing the �rst-priniple pseudopotential method [16; 17℄agree rather well with our results obtained by theall-eletron LMTO method. However, the authors ofRef. [16℄ note that their alulated phonon spetrum ofNbC reveals anomalies along both the [�00℄ and [��0℄high-symmetry diretions, while in Savrasov's alu-lation [13℄, the anomaly along the [��0℄ diretion isnot so pronouned. The same is true for our alu-lated phonon dispersions at the mesh of 29 q-points,whih oinides with Savrasov's results. We an addthat in line with the results in Ref. [16℄, the phononspetrum of NbC obtained in Ref. [17℄ also demon-strates a similar more pronouned dip along the [��0℄diretion. We note, however, that all three aoustimodes at q � [0:65 0 0℄ and two upper aousti modesat [0:5 0:5 0℄ are loser to the experimental frequeniesin our alulation than in the pseudopotential alu-lations [16; 17℄, as is lear from omparison of Fig. 2in Ref. [13℄ with Fig. 2 in Ref. [16℄ and Fig. 2 inRef. [17℄ (the experimental points are also displayed inthe �gures). To investigate the disrepany in the low-frequeny transverse aousti mode at q � [0:5 0:5 0℄,we arried out additional alulations using �ner gridsof k-points and q-vetors, and found a dip in thismode at q � [0:5 0:5 0℄ missed in the 29-point alu-lation, although the dip is still not so pronouned as inRefs. [16; 17℄. We believe that this disrepany betweenour results and the results of pseudopotential alula-tions in [16; 17℄ an be due to di�erent approahes used.In our ase, the phonon frequenies are alulated di-retly at all the relevant q-points, while the authors ofRefs. [16; 17℄ applied the fore onstant method, whihmight arti�ially enhane the peuliarity in question.We annot state this with ertainty, beause there isno experimental information on this partiular modeof NbC in the literature.We alulated the Eliashberg funtion, or the EPIspetral density �2(
)F (
), whih desribes the EPIe�et on the single-partile properties of the eletronsystem, inluding superonduting properties, as wellas the transport spetral density �2tr(
)F (
), whihdesribes the kineti properties of the system of ele-trons interating with phonons. The alulated fun-tions �2(
)F (
) at normal pressure and at 15% and30% ompressions are shown in Fig. 2 by solid, dashed,and dash-dotted lines, respetively. We do not displaythe funtion �2tr(
)F (
) beause it looks very simi-lar to the Eliashberg funtion �2(
)F (
). This is alsothe ase with most of the metals we have studied be-fore [18; 19℄. These two funtions should be substan-tially di�erent only for systems with strong anisotropyof EPI. As is seen in Fig. 2, the EPI spetral density
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Frequeny, THzFig. 2. The Eliashberg funtion �2(
)F (
) for NbCat the equilibrium volume V0 (solid line), V = 0:85V0(dashed line), and V = 0:7V0 (dash-dotted line)onsists of two parts signi�antly separated on the fre-queny sale, in aordane with the shape of our al-ulated phonon density of states (not presented). Thelow-frequeny part desribes the interation of ele-trons with aousti phonons, and the high-frequenypart refers to the interation with optial phonons, justas in the ase of the phonon DOS.3. CALCULATION OF THE KINETIC,OPTICAL, AND SUPERCONDUCTINGPROPERTIES OF NbCThe knowledge of the EPI spetral haraterististogether with the Kohn�Sham spetra of eletron exi-tations "k� allows alulating all the kineti and super-onduting properties; for NbC, in our opinion, theseproperties are mainly due to the EPI. The intrabandfrequeny-dependent ondutivity �b(!) an be writ-ten as�b(!) = !2pl4� ��i!mtr(!; �)mb + 1�tr(!; �)��1 ; (1)where !pl is the plasma frequeny of the eletrons:!2pl = 8�e23V Xk� �����"k��k ����2 Æ("k� � "F ): (2)The expression for the transport mass renormalizationmtr(!; �)=mb and the transport relaxation rate, or the734



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 132, âûï. 3 (9), 2007 Ab initio alulations of the physial properties : : :inverse lifetime 1=�tr(!; �), has the form [22℄!mtr(!; �)mb + i�tr(!; �) == !+2 1Z0 d
�2tr(
)F (
)K � !2�� ; 
2�� �+ i�imp ; (3)whereK(x; y) = iy ���y � xx [	(1� ix+ iy)�	(1 + iy)℄� y� ; (4)with 	(1+ iy) being the digamma funtion. De�nition(3) of the relaxation rate inludes the eletron satter-ing by impurities desribed by the last term � 1=�imp,whih is a single adjustable parameter here, while allthe rest in formula (3) is found from �rst priniples.The value of imp = 1=�imp was estimated from om-parison of the residual resistivity at T = T with theexperimental data. Our alulated eletron plasma fre-queny !pl of NbC is equal to 7.57 eV. Figure 3 dis-plays the temperature dependene of the eletrial re-sistivity R(T ) = 1=�(! = 0) obtained in our alula-tions and in the experiment [26℄. For 1=�imp, ompari-son of the theoretial and experimental absolute valuesof R(T = T) gives the value 0.18 eV. At high tem-peratures T � 0:3h!i (where h!i is the harateristiphonon frequeny), the eletrial resistivity due to theeletron sattering by phonons an be written asR = 4�!2pl 2��trT; (5)where �tr is the eletron�phonon oupling onstant�tr = 2 1Z0 �2tr(
)F (
)d

 : (6)Our estimate gives the value 0.92 for �tr. As is seenin Fig. 3, the slopes of theoretial and experimentaldependenes are rather lose to eah other, with a de-viation not exeeding a few perent. It should be takeninto aount that the experimental resistivity was mea-sured for the nonstoihiometri ompound NbC0:98,whih is lose to but still di�erent from the stoihio-metri ompound. Nevertheless, even in this ase, theresidual resistivity is rather high, �0 = 24 �
 � m. Forsuh a high value of �0, Matthiessen's rule (used in for-mula (3)) of the simple additivity of the impurity andphonon relaxation times may be violated, whih ould
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Fig. 3. The alulated (solid line) and measured [26℄(dashed line with irles) temperature dependene ofthe eletrial resistivity of NbCresult in some disrepany between the experimentaland theoretial data.Indeed, suh a disrepany is seen in the tempera-ture range 100 K < T < 200K, where the experimentaldependene is notieably more onvex in omparisonwith the theoretial urve. The authors of Ref. [26℄ at-tributed this deviation of the temperature dependeneof R(T ) from linear behavior (5) aused by the EPI tothe ourrene of eletron states on the vaant C sitesin the NbC1�x system. Aording to their suggestion,the energy of these states is very lose to the Fermilevel, and therefore the states an a�et the eletrialresistivity, resulting in a deviation of R(T ) from linear-ity. We note that this deviation is very small, however.We also alulated the optial spetra of NbC over awide frequeny range, up to ! � 34 eV. To evaluate theontribution from interband eletron transitions to theoptial ondutivity, we used the simple approximationof noninterating band eletrons:�inter1 (!) = e23�m2! X�6=�0 ZBZ dk jhk�0jrjk�ij2 ���("F � "k�)�("k�0 � "F )Æ("k�0 � "k� � !); (7)where �inter1 (!) is the real part of the interband on-dutivity, and e and m are the eletron harge andmass. To numerially evaluate �inter1 (!), we usedthe full-potential linear augmented plane wave method(FP-LAPW) implemented in the program pakageWIEN2k [27℄. The imaginary part of the interbandondutivity was restored using the Kramers�Kronigrelations. Then we alulated the re�etane spetrumR(!) using the obtained optial ondutivity. Figure 4shows the alulated and measured [26℄ re�etane.735
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Fig. 4. Calulated (solid line) and measured [26℄(dashed line) re�etane of NbCConsidering that we did not use any adjustable param-eters in this work, exept for the impurity relaxationrate imp, the agreement of the theoretial and exper-imental data is rather good. There is a disrepanybetween the alulated and measured spetra in theenergy range 1:5 eV < E < 3 eV. It is rather di�ultto reveal the true reason for this disrepany, beausethere is no well-developed tehnique for alulating theproperties of nonstoihiometri rystals. We note thatthis disrepany ours at relatively high energies, anddoes not therefore a�et the evaluation of the super-onduting properties of NbC.Figure 5 displays the real and imaginary parts ofthe optial ondutivity, �(!) = �1(!) + i�2(!). Alsoshown is the experimental optial ondutivity [26℄. Itis seen that our alulations desribe the experimen-tal spetrum rather well, i.e., the theoretial positionsof �(!) features agree with the experiment. There is,however, some disagreement between the amplitudesof alulated and measured spetra �1(!) and �2(!),espeially for the imaginary part �2(!). It must beborne in mind that in the experiments, the re�etaneR(!) was measured, rather than �(!) proper. Experi-mentally, the optial ondutivity was determined bymeans of the Kramers�Kronig proedure for the re-�etane that was measured only up to the energiesE = 11 eV. Our results show that there exist intenseinterband transitions at energies higher than 11 eV,whih were not taken into aount in Ref. [26℄. Thesetransitions are learly seen in Fig. 5, where the theo-retial �(!) is displayed up to 16 eV. This fat is ofgreat importane for the amplitude of the imaginarypart of �(!) and an lead to a disrepany betweenexperimental and theoretial results.
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Fig. 5. Imaginary (a) and real (b) parts of the optialondutivity of NbC. Theoretial results are shown bythe solid line and experimental data [26℄ by the dashedlineWe used the Eliashberg funtion �2(
)F (
) al-ulated from �rst priniples to solve the Eliashbergequation [28℄ and evaluate the order parameter �(!)and the renormalization funtion Z(!). We also al-ulated the eletron DOS N(!) in the superondutingstate and the tunneling harateristis. The Eliashbergequation inludes the Coulomb pseudopotential �� inaddition to the EPI. Our estimate of the superondut-ing transition temperature T made with neglet of theCoulomb repulsion �� (i.e., with only the EPI inluded)gives the value 15.7 K. As is well known, the presentlyavailable methods of ab initio alulations do not al-low the Coulomb repulsion �� to be estimated. Forthis reason, we have determined �� from the onditionof oinidene of the alulated and experimental val-ues of the ritial temperature (T exp = 11:1 K), whihyields �� = 0:15. This value is likely to be somewhatoverestimated, beause �� lies in the range 0.12 to 0.13for the majority of standard metals. We note, however,that the value of T was determined in the experimentnot for stoihiometri NbC but for arbide NbC1�x,whih is nonstoihiometri to some degree. As men-tioned above, T of the transition-metal arbides de-736



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 132, âûï. 3 (9), 2007 Ab initio alulations of the physial properties : : :reases quite rapidly with inreasing x. This an alsobe the reason for �� to be overestimated. For the ra-tio 2�=T, our estimate gives the value 4.1, very loseto the experimental value (about 4), whih implies theexistene of strong-oupling e�ets in NbC. Here, wedo not desribe the alulation of the superondutingharateristis of NbC in detail, in partiular, the tun-neling I�V urve, beause we do not know any relatedexperimental data.We now brie�y disuss pressure-indued hanges inthe superonduting properties of NbC. As is seen fromFig. 1, the eletron DOS at the Fermi level slightly de-reases upon ompression. The aousti and optialphonon frequenies inrease with inreasing the pres-sure, an inrease being onsiderably larger for the op-tial phonon modes (see Fig. 2). The eletron�phononoupling onstant � dereases with ompression, whihleads to a derease in T. Qualitatively, this result isin agreement with some preliminary experimental datafor NbC at high pressure (see Ref. [29℄). Unfortunately,there is no detailed experimental information on howthe phonon spetra and the ritial temperature of NbChange under pressure.4. DISCUSSION OF POSSIBLE ROUTES TOHIGH TThe obtained results demonstrate that our hybridapproah, whih has been suessfully employed for al-ulating the properties of elemental metals [19℄, is alsoquite appropriate in the ase of transition-metal ar-bides. We note that we use the Fröhlih Hamiltonianto take the EPI into aount only in the eletron spe-trum and do not renormalize the phonon frequenies,beause our alulated adiabati phonons orretly de-sribe the experimentally measured vibration spetrumin the main part of the Brillouin zone.Returning to the question of the possible existeneof relatively high T in transition-metal arbides, wean say the following. The standard BCS theory givesthe expressionT = 1:14�! exp�� 1�� �� � ; (8)where �! is an average phonon frequeny. The EPI on-stant � an be expressed as� = N(0)hV 2i; (9)where hV 2i is the average EPI matrix element.Aording to formula (9), the oupling onstant �is determined by the DOS N(0) at the Fermi level. As

mentioned in the Introdution, this is the reason whythe authors of early papers [3�5℄ onsidered the en-hanement of N(0) as a possible way for inreasing Tin arbides. In arbides and nitrides with a ubi stru-ture, the eletron DOS is well desribed in the rigid-band approximation [30℄, that is, by simply shifting theFermi level position. In the ZrC ompound, the num-ber of eletrons per unit ell is smaller by one than thatin NbC and, aordingly, the Fermi level is situatedapproximately 0.15 Ry lower and falls within a DOSminimum (see Fig. 1). In agreement with this piture,ZrC is not a superondutor. For NbN, whose num-ber of valene eletrons is greater by one than that ofNbC, the Fermi level shifts to the right, to higher DOSvalues. Aordingly, this ompound, if it existed in astoihiometri omposition, would be haraterized bya higher transition temperature (T = 17 K). In MoCand MoN, EF shifts to the right to an even greater ex-tent, beause the number of valene eletrons per unitell is respetively greater by one and two than that inNbC. The DOS at the Fermi level in MoN is almosttwie as high as in NbC. In aordane with the rigid-band estimate [3℄, the transition temperature in MoNmust be of the order of 30 K, although, as mentionedabove, suh �high-T� superondutivity in MoN hasnot been observed experimentally. The point is thatthis ompound in rystalline form was never obtainedwith the stoihiometri omposition and real samplesalways exhibited a rather large de�ieny of nitrogen.It was demonstrated [31℄ that the shear elasti onstantC44 in ubi MoN is negative, whih is an evidene ofthe rystal instability. This fat was later on�rmedin Ref. [30℄, where it was also pointed out that onlythe presene of nitrogen vaanies an stabilize the u-bi B1-type struture of MoN. In the same paper [30℄,positive elasti onstants were obtained for MoC, butan instability of the aousti mode in the X point atthe Brillouin zone boundary was found. The instabil-ity in MoC was reently proved [16℄ by the phononspetrum alulation in the whole Brillouin zone. Aneven stronger instability around the X point was re-ported [16℄ to exist in MoN and NbN. We arried outdiret linear-response alulations of the phonon spe-trum for MoC, MoN, and NbN. Our results on�rm theonlusion in Ref. [16℄ that a transverse mode in the[��0℄ diretion is unstable in these ompounds over arange of wave vetors q near the X point. This impliesthat higher T an hardly be reahed in ubi arbidesand nitrides by means of inreasing N(0), beause suhan inrease is most likely to result in the lattie insta-bility of a stoihiometri ompound.As was already mentioned, another possibility for14 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 3 (9) 737



E. G. Maksimov, S. V. Ebert, M. V. Magnitskaya, A. E. Karakozov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 132, âûï. 3 (9), 2007inreasing T is to involve the optial phonons relatedto vibrations of light atoms (C, N, et.) in the for-mation of a superonduting state. Our alulationsdesribed in Se. 2B demonstrate that the funtion�2(
)F (
) for NbC onsists of two separate parts: thelow-frequeny peak related to the aousti phonons andthe high-frequeny peak related to the optial phonons.Aordingly, two EPI onstants an be de�ned as�a = 2 !1Z0 d

 �2(
)F (
);�op = 2 1Z!1 d

 �2(
)F (
); (10)where !1 = 14 THz (see Fig. 2). The ritial tem-perature of a superondutor with two isolated phononpeaks an be written asT = !log1:4 exp�� 1 + ��� �� � ; (11)where � = �a + �op and!log = !�a!1��op ; (12)with � = �a=(�a + �op).Our estimate of these onstants gives �a = 0:71and �op = 0:21. Thus, for NbC, the onstant of ou-pling to optial phonons, �op, is more than three timeslower than �a; in aordane with expressions (11) and(12), its ontribution to T is then also small. Thesmallness of �op an be easily explained within the rigidmu�n-tin approximation used in Refs. [3�5℄. Withinthis approximation, the oupling onstant � for binaryompounds of AB-type with substantially di�erent ionmasses an be expressed as� = �a + �op = NA(0)hI2AiMAh!2Ai + NB(0)hI2BiMBh!2Bi ; (13)where hI2i is the matrix element of the squared gra-dient of the mu�n-tin potential integrated over theFermi surfae and the produt � = N(0)hI2i isthe Hop�eld parameter [32℄. Aording to estimatesin Ref. [4℄, arbides and nitrides obey the relationMAh!2Ai � MBh!2Bi. Qualitatively, smaller values of�op are explained by both a low NC(0) and a smallhI2i. Thus, a more promising way to reah higher Tis to searh for a arbide whose hemial potential po-sition is suh that NC(0) is su�iently high.An example ould be o�ered by yttrium monoar-bide YC, whose number of eletrons per unit ell is
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trium arbide, the DOS N(0) at the Fermi level is suf-�iently high. Moreover, NC(0) in YC is even largerthan NNb(0) in NbC, but the optial oupling onstant�op is smaller than the aousti onstant �a in NbC.Aording to formula (13), the value of the EPI ou-pling onstant is determined by the Hop�eld parame-ter. The �rst moment of the Eliashberg funtion anbe expressed as [33℄2 !1Z0 !�2(!)F (!) d! =Xi �iMi ; (14)where �i = Ni(0)hI2i i is the Hop�eld parameter of ani-th ion andMi is the ion mass. We alulated �rst mo-ments for the aousti and optial modes separately, aswe did for the oupling onstants �. This allowed us to�nd the Hop�eld parameters of transition element andarbon for NbC and YC in aordane with formulas(13) and (14). We have�Nb = 8:3 eV �Å�2 and �C = 3:5 eV � Å�2for NbC and�Y = 1:7 eV �Å�2 and �C = 2:9 eV � Å�2for YC.In YC, the Hop�eld parameter of the C atom, �C,therefore exeeds �Y and NC(0) also exeeds NY(0).This results in �op being higher than �a, that is, theeletrons interating with the optial vibrations of Catoms play the leading role in the formation of the su-peronduting state. Here, it is important that theabsolute value of �C for YC is even less than for NbC,whih is beause the eletron states near EF in YC arealmost pure arbon p-states with a small admixture ofarbon s-states. The optial phonons in metal arbidesan be regarded, to a good auray, as loal vibra-tions of C atoms. The Hop�eld parameter � an thenbe written to a good approximation as� = N(0)hI2i � jh ijrVeff j jij2 (Ni(0)Nj(0)) ; (15)where the indies i and j denote the values of the or-bital angular momentum l and the matrix elements ofthe potential gradient are nonzero only when the or-bital moments of the wave funtions  i and  j di�erby 1. The Hop�eld parameter of YC is small beauseNs(0) and Nd(0) are very small.Sine �C for YC is even less than for NbC, a ratherhigh value of �op in YC is due to a strong soften-ing of the transverse optial mode in YC ompared toNbC. The e�et of lattie softening on superondu-tivity has long been a subjet of wide disussion (see,739 14*



E. G. Maksimov, S. V. Ebert, M. V. Magnitskaya, A. E. Karakozov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 132, âûï. 3 (9), 2007e.g., Ref. [1℄) and the optial phonon mode in YC isa prominent example of how the phonon softening anassist in inreasing T. We emphasize that the highervalue of �op in YC ompared to NbC is due to the soft-ening of the entire optial part of the phonon spetrum.A somewhat similar situation, a strong softening of theentire bond-strething mode, is believed [34; 35℄ to existin MgB2 and boron-doped diamond. We note that pe-uliarities of the phonon spetrum by no means alwayslead to an inrease in T. It has been frequently stated,in the past [1℄ as well as presently [16; 17℄, that the exis-tene of superondutivity in group-V transition metalmonoarbides, in ontrast to group-IV metal monoar-bides, is related to peuliarities in the aousti part oftheir phonon spetrum. It is easy to verify by diretlinear-response alulation of the phonon spetra thatMM h!2ai � onst for both group-V and group-IV tran-sition metal monoarbides. In aordane with expres-sion (13), this means that �a, as well as T, is deter-mined mainly by the Hop�eld parameter, rather thanby peuliarities of the phonon spetrum. We also alu-lated the superonduting properties of ompressed YCand found that as in the ase of NbC, its EPI onstant� and T derease under pressure.To onlude, our all-eletron linear-response alu-lations of the phonon-related properties of some tran-sition metal arbides and nitrides in the ubi stru-ture on�rm the theoretial results obtained by othermethods. For the best-investigated ompound NbC,a rather good agreement with available experimentaldata is found. Based on our �rst-priniple results, wedemonstrate that the main reason for relatively low Tvalues, whih is, ontrary to the expetations, observedin these ompounds, is a small ontribution of the op-tial phonons (whih are mostly related to the light-element atoms) to the eletron�phonon oupling. Thisis in turn related to a low density of eletron states ofthe light element at the Fermi level. Thus, a promis-ing way to reah higher T is the searh for ompoundsin whih the hemial potential falls within an energyrange where the eletron states of the light elementare su�iently high. In this ase, these eletron stateswould e�iently interat with high-frequeny optialphonons.In a sense, yttrium arbide provides an example,beause its hemial potential falls within a peak ofNC(0). Unfortunately, the arbon states at EF are vir-tually pure p-states and, aording to the seletion rule(l ! l�1), the EPI matrix element of YC is small. Forthe Hop�eld parameter (15) to be large, it is neessarythat the p-states of light element be hybridized, e.g.,with d-states of the transition element or with their
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